Purpose-A simultaneous solution to the localization and mapping problem of a graphlike environment by a swarm of robots requires solutions to task coordination and map merging. Here we examine the performance of two different map merging strategies. Design/Methodology/Approach-Building a representation of the environment is a key problem in robotics where the problem is known as SLAM (Simultaneous localization and mapping). When large groups of robots operate within the environment the SLAM problem becomes complicated by issues related to coordination of the elements of the swarm and integration of the environmental representations obtained by individual swarm elements. This work considers these issues within the formalism of a group of simulated robots operating within a graph-like environment. Starting at a common node, the swarm partitions the unknown edges of the known graph and explores the graph for a pre-arranged period. The swarm elements then meet at a particular time and location to integrate their partial world models. This process is repeated until the entire world has been mapped. A correctness proof of the algorithm is presented, and different coordination strategies are compared via simulation. Findings-The work demonstrates that a swarm of identical robots, each equipped with its own marker, and capable of simple sensing and action abilities, can explore and map an unknown graph-like environment. Moreover, experimental results show that exploration with multiple robots can provide an improvement in exploration effort over a single robot and that this improvement does not scale linearly with the size of the swarm. Research limitations/implications-The work represents efforts toward exploration and mapping in a graph-like world with robot swarms. The work suggests several extensions and variations including the development of adaptive partitioning and rendezvous schedule strategies to further improve both overall swarm efficiency and individual robot utilization during exploration. Originality/value-The novelty associated with this work is the formal extension of the single robot graph-like exploration of Dudek et al. (1988) to robot swarms. The work here examines fundamental limits to multiple robot SLAM and does this within a topological framework. Results obtained within this topological formalism can be readily * Corresponding author.
Introduction
Robotic mapping is commonly referred to as SLAM, Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (Thrun, 2003; Thrun et al., 2005) and is considered to be a fundamental problem in robotics. Robust solutions to SLAM enable a wide range of other robotic tasks which can then assume a common representation within which planning, sensing and action can be performed. When multiple robots operate in the same environment the need for solutions to the SLAM problem still exists, but the existence of (potentially large) groups of robots to solve the problem presents new opportunities in terms of the development of possible algorithms. At the same time the use of a robot swarm introduces issues related to ensuring that elements of the swarm engaged in SLAM do so in a manner that takes advantage of the elements of the swarm in constructing an environmental representation. This paper examines the SLAM problem for (potentially large) groups of robots.
Rather than considering the problem in terms of a geometric/metric representation of the environment here we consider the problem within a topological representation (see Kuipers, 1978; Davis, 1986) . A topological or graph-like world provides a useful theoretical model within which to explore fundamental limits to exploration and mapping. Results obtained within this topological formalism can be readily transferred to the more traditional metric representation. The topological representation extracts away many of the details necessary for SLAM with a robot swarm and exposes fundamental constraints related to communication, task coordination and information integration. Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 developed a non-probabilistic (deterministic) SLAM algorithm for graph-like worlds in which no distance or orientation metric is defined. In their work the world is modeled as an embedded graph in which there exists a cyclic ordering of edges incident upon each vertex. The model supposes the existence of a unique marker that can be used to disambiguate uncertain locations in the environment (vertices in the graph-like world). In Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 it was shown that embedded graph-like worlds can be fully explored and mapped by a single robot equipped with a unique marker that can be sensed and manipulated by an autonomous agent. Dudek et al. (1998b) extended this concept of a single robot exploring a graphlike world to the case of multiple robots. This work sketched how the single robot exploration algorithm of Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 could be extended to the problem of multiple robot exploration. This sketch suggested how multiple mobile agents might exploit the algorithm developed in Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 to explore in a coordinated fashion. A critical observation of Dudek et al. (1998b) was that if the individual members of the robot team were only allowed to communicate when they were at the same graph node then multiple robot exploration requires coordinated exploration and representation merging in order to be effective. Wang (2007) and Wang et al. (2008 Wang et al. ( , 2009 formally developed the approach sketched in Dudek et al. (1998b) . Empirical evaluation of the algorithm shows that exploration with multiple robots can provide improvements in exploration effort in terms of mechanical steps required over that of a single robot and that for some environments this improvement is super-linear. The algorithm described in Wang (2007) and Wang et al. (2008 Wang et al. ( , 2009 ) utilized rather straightforward solutions to merging and exploration. Here we consider different exploration and partial-map merging strategies within multiple robot SLAM with the goal of improving the efficiency of the algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the world model and the single robot exploration algorithm given in Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 , as well as other related work. Section 3 presents the multiple robot exploration algorithm of Wang (2007) (see also Wang et al., 2008 Wang et al., , 2009 , and develops alternative approaches to the exploration and partial-map merging tasks. Section 4 presents empirical evaluation of the multiple robot exploration algorithm. Section 5 summarizes the work and suggests directions for future research.
Exploring a graph with single robot

Basic model of Dudek et al. and others
Exploring a graph-like world with robot(s) has been investigated under a number of different formalisms. Here we review the model given in Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 , which forms the basis of our swarm robot work. Related models are also presented.
The World Following Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 ) the world to be explored is modeled as an embedding of a finite undirected graph G = (V, E) with set of vertices V = {v 1 , ..., v n } and set of edges E = {(v i , v j )}. The definition of an edge is extended to allow for the explicit specification of the order of edges incident upon each vertex as defined by the graph embedding. This ordering is obtained by enumerating the edges in a systematic (e.g., clockwise) manner from some standard starting direction. No spatial metric such as distance or orientation is assumed. No unique label is associated with a vertex. The algorithm therefore operates on a topological representation devoid of metric information, and can be viewed as assuming worst case performance bounds for environments with noisy metric observations. While the same world model is assumed elsewhere (e.g., Dudek et al., 1993 Dudek et al., , 1998a Deng and Mirzaian, 1996; Deng et al., 2001; Dudek and Marinakis, 2007; Das et al., 2007) , there exists other variations on this world model including the use of a planar graph (e.g., Deng and Mirzaian,1996; Rekleitis et al., 1999) and a directed graph (e.g., Deng and Papadimitriou, 1990; Bender and Slonim, 1994; Bender et al., 2002) . Other related work assumes additional information on the embedded graph such as edge length and orientation (e.g., Huang and Beevers, 2005) .
The Marker In Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 a movable direction-less vertex marker is used for disambiguation purposes. This approach is also followed by Dudek et al. (1993) , Rekleitis et al. (1999) and Bender et al. (2002) . Using unique and identifiable marker(s) to help deal with uncertainty was investigated in earlier work including Rabin (1967) and Blum and Kozen (1978) . The use of other kinds of markers has also been investigated, including the use of directional edge markers (e.g. Deng et al., 2001 ) and communicable markers (e.g., Batalin and Sukhatme, 2003) . There exist probabilistic marker-less graph mapping approaches as well (e.g., Dudek et al., 1998a; Dudek and Marinakis, 2007; Huang and Beevers, 2005) . Perception It is assumed that the robot can identify when it arrives at a vertex. The sensory information that the robot acquires at a vertex consists of edgerelated perception and marker-related perception. With edge-related perception, a robot can, by following the pre-defined ordering convention, determine the relative ordering of edges incident on the current vertex v i in a consistent manner (e.g., by clockwise enumeration). The robot can identify the edge through which it entered the vertex and assign a relative label (index) to each edge in the vertex representing (temporarily) its current local edge ordering. Note that this local edge ordering is not, in general, equal to the unknown ordering specified by the embedding, but is a rotation of it. With marker-related perception, a robot is able to sense whether its marker is present at the current vertex. A similar perception ability is assumed in Dudek et al. (1993 Dudek et al. ( , 1998a , Rekleitis et al. (1999) , Dudek and Marinakis (2007) , Deng and Mirzaian (1996) , Deng et al. (2001) and Das et al. (2007) . In contrast, Deng and Papadimitriou (1990) and Panaite and Pelc (1998) assume that the robot can uniquely identify each vertex and the absolute edge ordering in each vertex.
Movement and marker operation A robot can move from one vertex to another by traversing an edge (a move). At a vertex a robot can put down its marker and it can also pick up its marker if dropped (a marker operation).
Memory The robot remembers all raw sensory information that it has acquired and all of its actions. By "memorizing" a motion sequence, the robot can retrace any previously performed motion. It is assumed that the amount of local memory available with a robot is sufficient to store such information.
Outline of Dudek et al.'s single robot exploration algorithm
The goal of the robot's exploration is to build an augmented undirected graph that is isomorphic to the finite world it has been assigned to explore. The robot's inputs are its sensations and the robot interacts with the world only through its actions. The basis of the exploration algorithm is the maintenance of an explored subgraph S of the full graph. As new vertices are encountered, they are added to the explored subgraph S, and their outgoing edges are added to U , the set of unexplored edges that emanate from (known) vertices of S and lead to unknown places (and thus must be explored).
One step of the algorithm consists of selecting (removing) an unexplored edge e = (v 1 , v 2 ) from the unexplored edge set U and disambiguating the unexplored end vertex v 2 against the known vertices (i.e., vertices of S). Disambiguation is carried out by placing the marker at v 2 and then visiting all potentially confusing vertices in S, looking for the marker. (A vertex in S is potentially confusing if it has unexplored edge(s) and has the same degree as v 2 .) There are two possible situations: the marker is found somewhere in S, and the marker is not found in S. If the marker is not found at one of the vertices of S then vertex v 2 (where the marker was dropped) is not in S and is added to S. The previously unexplored edge e is also added to S, becoming an explored edge, and the explored subgraph S is augmented by one edge and one vertex. Other edges incident on v 2 are added to the set of unexplored edges U . If the marker is found at vertex v i of S then vertex v 2 is identical to the known v i . In this case, edge e = (v 1 , v 2 ) must be assigned an index with respect to the edge ordering in v 2 . To determine this, the robot drops the marker at v 1 and goes back to v 2 in S, where it traverses each of the unexplored edges of v 2 looking for the marker. One of the unexplored edges will take the robot back to v 1 , which the robot will immediately recognize due to the presence of the marker. Edge e is then added to S. In this case S is augmented by an edge.
The algorithm terminates when the unexplored edges set U is empty. Dudek et al. (1988) proved that when U is empty, S is isomorphic to the underlying world that the robot is assigned to explore. The cost of exploring the graph in terms of the mechanical complexity (number of edge-traversals by the robot) follows from the need to go back to the known subgraph S and visit all potentially confusing locations there to solve the 'have I been here before' problem deterministically. In the probabilistic SLAM literature this problem is known as 'loop closing'.
Exploring a graph with a robot swarm
While most of the related work focus on using a single robot to conduct exploration and mapping task, Dudek et al. (1998b) provides an informal extension of the algorithm in Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 to the case of multiple robots. Wang (2007) and Wang et al. (2008 Wang et al. ( , 2009 ) developed formally the multiple robot exploration model in which each robot of the swarm is equipped with its own unique marker.
The model
The same world model and perception capabilities as described above are assumed but with following extensions:
Inter-robot perception and communication The robots can sense and communicate with each other only when they are at the same physical location (the robots are in the same vertex). This is in contrast to communication models assumed in other work. For example, in Das et al. (2007) robots communicate 'indirectly' by writing and reading a 'whiteboard' associated with each vertex.
Parallelism and synchronization All of the robots operate in parallel. The parallelism does not assume a global clock, or that distance or velocity information is available. Thus the only 'clock' robots have access to is the number of edges that they themselves have traversed. Aiming at exploring the fundamental limits of exploration, this avoids the need for additional capabilities on the robot. (Clearly, if additional capabilities are added to the robots, more powerful algorithms become possible.) In order to avoid dealing with issues related to synchronization, it is further assumed that each robot's set of perception and actions are atomic and that during this period no other robots are active.
Joint exploration
Joint exploration by robot swarm is achieved through alternating phases of independent exploration of the underlying world (by the individual robots) and coordinated merging of the partial world representations that are acquired independently by elements of the swarm during the exploration phase. Each robot maintains a common representation of part of the world (the commonly known subgraph) S m that evolves over time, as well as independent information regarding other parts of the world (acquired during independent exploration). As successive iterations of the independent exploration and merging phase take place, S m grows monotonically until it is isomorphic to the entire world model.
The algorithm proceeds by having all of the robots start at a single location v initial with the commonly agreed upon edge ordering defined in v initial . The single starting location v initial is the initial definition of S m . The unexplored edges leaving S m are partitioned between the robots. Each robot explores its assigned edges independently, using a modified version of Dudek et al.'s single robot exploration algorithm, in which, rather than exhausting U , the robot terminates exploration after exploring for a previously agreed-upon interval defined in terms of the number of edge-traversals. The robots then return to a commonly agreed-upon known location, where they coordinate to merge their individually acquired partial world representations. The merged map is then shared between the robots, becoming the new commonly known representation S m . Then the unexplored edges of (new) S m are repartitioned between the robots for the next phase of independent exploration. The entire process repeats until there are no unexplored edges in the (merged) known map S m . We will show that when the algorithm terminates, the environment is fully explored and mapped. The algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1.
Developing such a swarm robot algorithm requires solutions to fundamental issues related to multiple robot exploration: a rendezvous schedule for the robots to meet to coordinate their exploration activities, a technique to merge partial world representations obtained by different robots, and a technique to partition the merged portion of the world between the robots so that they continue to explore.
Merging the partial representations
The challenging task in multiple robot exploration is that of merging the partial map representations obtained by the robots. Each merging phase of the algorithm consists of one or more merging processes. Each merging process involves merging the partial maps of two robots. In the simplest case when only two robots are deployed, each merging phase consists of one merging process. When more than two robots are involved, each merging phase consists of a number of merging processes, conducted sequentially or in a hierarchical fashion. Each merging process takes two partial map representations and disambiguates possible confusions between them. During each merging process, one of the partial maps is chosen as the base map which is augmented with information in the other partial map. For the sake of simplicity and clarity, in the following discussion and justification, we focus on the 'base case' merging process in which the two input partial maps are the exploration results obtained by the robots in the preceding exploration phase. This is the case in two robot exploration, and is also the base stage of the sequential or binary (hierarchical) merging process when exploring with more robots. Before presenting the merging algorithm and a correctness proof of it, we first present the notations used, as well as the key components of the merging algorithm. Partial maps before the merging process During joint exploration, a robot's partial map representation consists of the shared common representation S m of some parts of the world as well as information collected independently by this robot regarding other parts of the world. Notationally, after a phase of independent exploration at timestep t, robot 1 's partial map representation S 1 (t) consists of the shared common representation S m (t) and the non-common part X 1 (t), which is the set of edges and vertices that robot 1 explored independently during the preceding exploration phase, i.e., S 1 (t) = S m (t) ∪ X 1 (t). Similarly robot 2 's partial map S 2 (t) consists of the (same) commonly known part S m (t) and the independently explored part X 2 (t), i.e., S 2 (t) = S m (t) ∪ X 2 (t). The problem becomes that of integrating X 1 (t), X 2 (t) and S m (t). An example of partial maps before merging (at timestep t) is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Numbers in the figure represent edge orderings assuming a planar graph and a clockwise edge ordering (enumerating) convention. As shown in the figures, while X 1 (t) and X 2 (t) have their own local specifications, commonly agreed upon vertex labels and edge orderings are maintained in the common part S m (t) of the partial maps. Two properties of the partial representations are observed here. First, before merging, both X 1 (t) and X 2 (t) are 'distinct' from S m (t). This is because in the preceding exploration phase robot 1 disambiguated vertices and edges in X 1 (t) with those in S m (t), and similarly robot 2 disambiguated X 2 (t) with S m (t). Second, X 1 (t) and X 2 (t) may intersect. This is because the robots may have explored common portions of the underlying world in the preceding exploration phase. That is, pairs of edges or vertices in X 1 (t) and X 2 (t) might refer to the same real world location. We call such pairs of edges or vertices as matching edges or vertices, or simply a match of each other. These properties imply the following difference between the merging and exploration disambiguation tasks.
(1) During each merging process disambiguation is conducted only between independently explored parts X 1 (t) and X 2 (t) whereas during each independent exploration phase disambiguation is conducted against the whole known map S. (2) Since X 1 (t) and X 2 (t) are due to independent exploration, any portions of X 1 (t) and X 2 (t) can intersect. Thus in terms of the kinds of confusions that have to be considered, the disambiguation task during merging is more complicated than that during independent exploration. Despite the complication of the disambiguation task during merging, by exploiting the fact that both X 1 (t) and X 2 (t) have been disambiguated against S m (t), certain classes of confusions between X 1 (t) and X 2 (t) can be disambiguated without mechanical motion. Partial maps during the merging process Assume without loss of generality that robot 1 's map S 1 (t) is chosen as the base map which is augmented during the process. Throughout the process, merging S 1 (t) = S m (t) ∪ X 1 (t) with S 2 (t) = S m (t) ∪ X 2 (t) involves first disambiguating portions (vertices and edges) in X 2 (t) against those in X 1 (t). Once some portions of X 2 (t) have been disambiguated, the merging process proceeds with fusing the disambiguated portions and their matches. During fusing, one 'fused' representation of the disambiguated portion is generated and added to S m (t) where a common labelling is established. The local representations of the disambiguated portion are removed from X 2 (t), and if they exist, their matches are removed from X 1 (t). So during merging S m grows and X 2 shrinks. X 1 shrinks if it contains match(es) within X 2 . Assume a merging process starts at timestep t and ends at t ′ . Upon termination (see Fig. 1 (b)),
is the merging result, where,
All of nodes and edges in X 2 (t) have been disambiguated and added into
is the set of edges and vertices independently explored by robot 1 but not by robot 2 (so they were not merged into S m (t ′ )).
Fusing of matching vertices and edges
The critical task is that of fusing matching vertices and edges, in which one fused representation of a pair of matching vertices and edges is generated and added into S m . The process of fusing matching vertices and edges is conducted by fusing matching vertices and all of their incident edges. For matching vertices v E2 in X 2 and v E1 in X 1 , the fusing process involves defining a commonly agreed upon label v E for the new common vertex, and also involves defining a commonly agreed upon ordering of edges in the fused new vertex v E , so that all pairs of matching edges of v E1 and v E2 are also fused. That is, the matching edges can now be identified using a common ordering (index). Defining such a common edge ordering requires identifying all matching edges for the two (local) vertices, where the edges were labeled under their local orderings. As the two local edge orderings were generated during independent exploration for the same world location and follow the same (pre-defined) ordering convention, the two local edge orderings are cyclic rotations of each other (they have the same labelling but start from different reference edges). So the index 'distance' is the same for any pairs of matching edges. We call this index distance the universal index correspondence. As an example, in Fig. 1 (a) the matching vertices v E2 in X 2 and v E1 in X 1 have an universal index correspondence of 1. Hence once we can identify one pair of matching edges (so we know the universal correspondence), all pairs of matching edges can be identified (using the known correspondence).
Frontier edges and processing of frontier edges Before disambiguation and fusing are conducted, another issue is how to select vertices and edges in X 2 for disambiguation in a systematic and efficient manner. The algorithm starts from S m , examining independently explored edges by robot 2 that are 'grounded' in S m but which extend into X 2 , e.g., edge (v I , v E2 ) in Fig. 1(a) . These edges are labelled as frontier edges. Formally, during merging a frontier edge of robot 2 's partial map S 2 is an explored edge e = (v 1 , v 2 ) in S 2 such that (1) e ∈ X 2 , i.e., the edge has not (a) The frontier edge was also explored by robot 1 been merged, and (2) exactly one of {v 1 , v 2 } ∈ S m (the 'interior vertex') and the other is an element of X 2 (the 'exterior vertex').
Each iteration of the merging algorithm involves choosing a frontier edge from X 2 and processing it (disambiguating and fusing it against X 1 ). This edge is expanded into S m , and inner edges in X 2 may now become frontier edges. Consider a frontier edge f 2 = (v I , v E2 ), where v I is the agreed upon common label of the interior end in S m and v E2 is the exterior end, and assume l is its common edge index in v I . Its matching edge in the base map (if it exists) is edge l in v I (in S m of the base map) which extends to X 1 . Denote the matching edge by f 1 . There are a number of possible cases.
• Case 1: (Electronic Merging)
is the other end of f 1 . Both robot 1 and robot 2 have explored independently this frontier edge and its exterior end ( Fig. 2(a) ). Edge f 2 and v E2 have (already) been disambiguated against X 1 . Edge f 1 and end vertex v E1 are matches of f 2 and v E2 respectively. It is necessary to 'fuse' v E2 and v E1 (and their matching edges). This involves defining the common label of the fused vertex, say, v E , and the common ordering of edges in v E , which is trivial given the index correspondence of matching edges f 1 and f 2 . We then add the fused vertex v E and edge (v I , v E ) to S m and reduce X 1 and X 2 by the (local copy) edge and vertex (see Fig. 2(b) ). In this case no new edge or vertex is augmented to the base map, and the duplicate exploration by the robots is processed 'electronically' without additional mechanical motion. Note that index of edge (v I , v E ) in v E is the common index due to the fusing process. Note also that inner edge (v E , v Y 2 ) in X 2 becomes a new frontier edge. • Case 2: (Mechanical Merging) f 1 / ∈ X 1 (not present in X 1 ). Robot 2 explored this edge but robot 1 did not. The interior vertex v I of edge f 2 has been disambiguated against X 1 but the exterior end v E2 has not. Disambiguation must be done via mechanical motion of one of the robots. There are many different strategies for this process. In the simplest case one of the robots moves to v E2 and drops its marker there. It then visits all potential matches to v E2 -vertices having unexplored edge(s) and same degree as v E2 -in X 1 . There are two possibilities.
-Case 2a: The marker is not found in X 1 . The vertex was not explored by robot 1 so no match to v E2 exist in X 1 (Fig. 3(a) ). We can trivially define the common labelling v E and edge ordering in v E , and add the fused vertex v E and edge (v I , v E ) to S m and remove the local copy from X 2 (Fig. 3(b) ). The base map is augmented with both the (fused) vertex and edge, which were not explored by robot 1 .
-Case 2b: The marker is found in some vertex v E1 in X 1 (Fig. 3(c) ). Both robots explored the same vertex independently. Vertices v E1 and v E2 are matching vertices to be fused, which requires identifying (at least) one pair of matching edges of v E1 and v E2 . Again there are many strategies that could be followed to perform this task. One approach is to have the robot go back to v I , drop its marker there, move to v E1 , and then to try each edge in v E1 to identify the specific edge that leads to v I , which is the matching edge (in v E1 ) of the frontier edge f 2 (in v E2 ). Fusing of v E1 and v E2 is then done using the index correspondence between f 2 and the specific edge. Then the fused vertex v E and the edge (v I , v E ) are added to S m and the local copies are removed from X 2 . The local vertex v E1 is removed from X 1 (Fig. 3(d) ). The base map is augmented with the (fused) edge, which was not explored by robot 1 .
Direct edge and direct merging The above frontier edge processing techniques ('electronic merging' and 'mechanical merging') can change edges in X 2 in different ways. While the techniques can make inner edges in X 2 into new frontier edges (e.g. edge (v E , v Y 2 ) in above cases), in some situations it can also change the status of existing frontier edges, but this change provides evidence of edges that can be merged directly (without mechanical motion). Consider the scenario shown in Fig. 4(a) , where edge (v Y , v E2 ) and edge (v I , v E2 ) are both frontier edges incident on the same exterior end v E2 . Suppose frontier edge (v I , v E2 ) is processed first. Then the establishment of edge (v I , v E ) makes both ends of another frontier edge (v Y , v E2 ) now belong to S m (i.e., are commonly known) and therefore also establishes edge (v Y , v E ) which is already a fused version of the edge (Fig. 4(b) ). That is, disambiguation and fusing of the frontier edge (v Y , v E2 ) can be done 'automatically' due to the processing of another frontier edge. We can simply add the fused edge (v Y , v E ) in S m , and remove (v Y , v E2 ) from X 2 . There are two possibilities here: 1) The matching edge of the frontier edge exists (in X 1 of the base map). In this case, the matching edge is also removed from X 1 . The base map is thus not augmented, but duplicated edges are disambiguated. 2) The matching edge does not exist (Fig. 4(b) ). In this case, the base map is augmented with the fused edge (v Y , v E ), as shown in Fig. 4(c) .
We call edge (v Y , v E ) a direct edge and the establishment of the edge in S m direct merging. No mechanical cost is involved in direct merging. Formally, a direct edge is an explored edge (by robot 2 ) in X 2 but whose two ends are in S m . Note that direct merging is not imperative for correct merging but is critical for efficient merging (in terms of the amount of physical motion).
The MERGING algorithm
We are now ready to present the outline of the algorithm for each merging process conducted in the merging phases of the swarm robot exploration. The merging algorithm integrates the 'electronic merging', 'mechanical merging' and 'direct merging' techniques described above. Suppose during a merging process robot 1 's partial map S m ∪X 1 is chosen as the base map. Each iteration of the merging algorithm (process) involves processing frontier edges and direct edges using the techniques described above. The algorithm terminates when both the set of frontier edges and the set of direct edges are exhausted. As in Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 here efficiency is defined in terms of the amount of physical motion (edge-traversals) required to perform the task. So during merging, 'electronic' (motion free) disambiguation is conducted as much as possible, with physical movement required otherwise. The algorithm is sketched in Algorithm 2. The complete algorithm can be found in Wang (2007) .
Correctness sketch of the merging algorithm
Suppose we choose robot 1 's partial map S 1 = S m ∪ X 1 as the base map. Denote robot 1 and robot 2 's individually explored (real) world model by H 1 and H 2 respectively. Denote the joint world model explored by the two robots by H, i.e., H = H 1 ∪ H 2 (Fig. 5) . We prove that after merging, the augmented base map S m ∪ X 1 is isomorphic to H.
As in Dudek et al. (1988) we use an extended definition of graph isomorphism. Map S and real world model H are said to be isomorphic if and only if they are isomorphic under the usual definition of graph isomorphism (Guibas and Stolfi, 1985) and in addition for each vertex v of S and each edge e leaving v, index(e, v) = relabelling(index(φ(e), φ(v))) where φ(v) and φ(e) denote the vertex and edge in H which corresponds to v and e in S respectively. Notation relabelling states that the edges leaving v and φ(v) have the same labeling (follow the same pre-defined ordering convention) but may have different reference edges.
We prove the algorithm correct by establishing an invariant I and showing that I is initially true, is maintained true throughout execution, and that the algorithm terminates. Then we show that the termination condition plus the invariant imply the correctness of the algorithm. We define I as follows:
I-1 S m is isomorphic to H m , which is the merged (disambiguated against H 1 ) subgraph of robot 2 's explored world H 2 . Moreover, vertices and edges in S m have been correctly fused so that the common specification of vertices of S m identifies all their matching edges. I-2 The augmented base map S m ∪ X 1 is isomorphic to H 1 ∪ H m , which is the currently merged subgraph of the joint model H that consists of robot 1 's explored model H 1 plus the merged part H m of robot 2 's model H 2 . I-3 The frontier edge set F and direct edge set D each contains the set of edges that may be bijectively mapped to the set of unmerged edges in H 2 . F contains the unmerged edges that have one end vertex in the merged part H m (the other end is in the unmerged part). D contains the unmerged edges that have both end vertices in the merged part H m .
We also define a bound function t = |E H2 | − |E Sm | for the loop, where E H2 and E Sm are the set of edges in H 2 and S m respectively, and |E| denotes the cardinality of set E.
Proof. 1. I is true before the loop is entered. Before the merging loop starts, the currently merged (disambiguated) subgraph H m of robot 2 's explored model H 2 consists of the single starting vertex φ(v initial ), and S m consists of vertex v initial . Thus, S m and H m are isomorphic. The identical ordering for the edges leaving v initial is used by both robots. These establish I-1. The base map S m ∪ X 1 is the exploration result of robot 1 in the preceding exploration phase, which, by the correctness of the exploration algorithm (Dudek et al., 1988 ) is isomorphic to robot 1 's explored model H 1 . The starting location φ(v initial ) in H m is also part of robot 1 's model H 1 . So H 1 ∪ H m = H 1 . Thus S m ∪ X 1 is isomorphic to H 1 ∪ H m , maintaining I-2. F is initialized with the explored edges from robot 2 's map leaving v initial , which corresponds to the explored edges in H 2 leaving φ(v initial ). With a single vertex in H m , no edges in H 2 have two incident vertices in H m , correspondingly D is empty. These maintain I-3. 2. I is maintained by the loop body. The algorithm first processes frontier edges. For each frontier f 2 = (v I , v E2 ) the algorithm examines the match edge f 1 in the base map.
) is present in X 1 then by hypothesis that I is true, φ(v E1 ) and φ(v E2 ) correspond to the same vertex in H, and the exterior ends φ(f 1 ) and φ(f 2 ) correspond to the same edge in H. That is, the edge and the end vertex were explored by both robots. Thus the merged (disambiguated) subgraph H m (of robot 2 's explored world model H 2 ) is now expanded with edge φ(f 2 ) and vertex φ(v E2 ). The new elements φ(f 2 ) and φ(v E2 ) in H m are explored by both the robots, so the merged joint world model H 1 ∪H m is not augmented. The merging algorithm first fuses v E1 and v E2 (and all incident edges), based on the correspondence of index(f 1 , v E1 ) and index(f 2 , v E2 ). Then the fused vertex v E and edge f = (v I , v E ) are added to S m and the local copies are removed from X 1 and X 2 . Thus S m is augmented with edge f and the vertex v E , but the base map S m ∪ X 1 is not augmented with this vertex and edge (only the 'boundary' between X 1 and S m changes). We now show that the loop invariant is maintained. 1) Both S m and H m are augmented with one edge and one (end) vertex. We first show that the added edge f in S m is correctly labelled at its two end vertices (i.e. the edge satisfies relabelling condition) so S m and H m are (still) isomorphic. By the hypothesis that I is true, index(f, v I ) satisfies the relabelling condition. Since f and v E are new in S m , any value of index(f, v E ) satisfies the relabelling condition. So f in S m is correctly labelled at both ends and thus S m and H m are isomorphic. Fusing of v E is based on the index correspondence of matching edges f 1 and f 2 and thus is correct, and the common edge ordering in v E identifies all matching edges in v E . These maintain I-1. 2) Both the base map S m ∪ X 1 and the merged joint world model H 1 ∪ H m are not augmented with edges and vertices. The only update to the base map is the common indices of the edges in v E due to the establishment of the common edge ordering at v E , which could be different from the previous local edge indices at v E1 . During merging the common ordering at v E is established following the pre-defined ordering convention, thus the (new) indices of all edges in v E (still) satisfy the relabelling condition. So the base map is (still) isomorphic to H 1 ∪ H m , maintaining I-2. 3) Finally, F and D are updated with edges incident at v E that have the other end in X 2 and S m respectively. By the hypothesis that I is true, the edges added into F (those having the other end in X 2 ) correspond to unmerged edges in H 2 that have one end in the merged part H m (the other end is in the unmerged part of H m ). The edges added into D (those having the other end in S m ) correspond to unmerged edges in H 2 that have both end vertices in H m . So I-3 is maintained true.
After all possible 'electronic merging', the loop proceeds to execute 'mechanical merging' and 'direct merging'. The loop invariant I in these cases is maintained in a very similar manner as in Case 1 (see Wang (2007) 
for details).
3 The loop terminates. The loop invariant asserts that S m and H m are isomorphic, so |E Sm | = |E Hm |. Since H m is the merged subgraph of H 2 , |E Hm | ≤ |E H2 |, and therefore |E Sm | ≤ |E H2 |, which implies that the bound function t = |E H2 | − |E Sm | must be non-negative. In each iteration at least one edge (pro-cessed frontier edge or direct edge) is included into S m . So in each iteration of the loop body, |E Sm | is increased and thus t is decreased (|E H2 | is fixed). So the loop must terminate eventually, as t can only remain non-negative for a finite number of iterations through the loop.
4 When the loop terminates, the base map X 1 ∪ S m is isomorphic to the jointly explored world model H. We show that when the loop terminates, H m = H 2 , i.e., there are no unmerged edges and vertices in H 2 . Assume, to the contrary, that there exist an unmerged edge in H 2 . By invariant I and the termination condition F = D = {}, the edge must not have merged end(s) in H m . Now assume v 2 is one of these unmerged vertices. Since H 2 is connected, there must be a path from the starting node φ(v initial ) to v 2 . This requires that there is an edge e on this path with one merged end (in H m ) and one unmerged end. A merged edge in H 2 cannot have unmerged end(s). This implies that an edge having unmerged end(s), such as e, must itself be an unmerged edge. By invariant I, there must be a corresponding frontier edge in F , contradicting the termination condition that F = {}. So there are no unmerged edges and vertices in H 2 , i.e., the merged (disambiguated) subgraph H m = H 2 . So the base map S m ∪ X 1 is isomorphic to H 1 ∪ H 2 = H.
Empirical evaluation of the swarm robot exploration algorithm
Here we evaluate the swarm robot exploration algorithm. The goal of the evaluation is to examine the effects of some key factors on the performance of swarm robot exploration. These factors include the numbers of robots (the swarm size), and the effects of different merging strategies, rendezvous frequency and graph connectivity. Evaluation is conducted via simulations of the swarm robot exploration algorithm (rather than on real robots). Given that the work here examines fundamental limits to multiple robot SLAM and does this within a theoretical framework, this is not a detraction from the work but rather is our choice of an appropriate framework within which to explore these limits. Multiple robot SLAM with real systems must address a wide range of sensing and locomotion issues but is also subject to the limits explored here.
Evaluation metrics As in Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 , mechanical cost (number of edge-traversals) by the robots is the main performance concern. This is due to the fact that the time constant associated with moving a robot is considerably larger than that associated with a computational step therefore mechanical complexity is the limiting factor in the performance of the algorithms. We assume one mechanical step for the traversal of one edge but we must also consider the parallelism inherent in the multi-robot case. Joint exploration is achieved through alternating phases of independent exploration and coordinated merging. The total task cost of the joint exploration, denoted T askCost, is the sum of the cost of each exploration phase and merging phase. Suppose the mapping task is completed with n phases of exploration and n phases of merging, then
, where E i and M i denote exploration phase i and merging phase i respectively. In the exploration phase in which the robots (always) explore in parallel, we take as cost the maximum mechanical cost required by the individual robots in the exploration phase (i.e., the mechanical steps by the robot that makes the most traversals). Assuming r robots are involved in the exploration phase, this is given by cost(E i ) = max r l=1 {c l (E i )}, where c l (E i ) denotes the mechanical cost of robot l in exploration phase i.
Merging techniques and associated cost Suppose that more than two robots are available for mapping. Then when the robots meet to merge partial world representations there are a number of possible strategies that could be employed to combine the information distributed over the robot swarm. One approach is to use a simple sequential merging technique (Fig. 6(a) ). When the robots rendezvous, the swarm of robots merge their partial maps in a pairwise fashion, with each robot adding its information to the common representation obtained by the previous pairings. The first merging process involves the exploration results of two of the robots, and each of the subsequent merging process involves the merging result (merged map) from the preceding merging process and an exploration result from one of the robots that has not been yet merged. In each merging process (subphase) one robot conducts the merging task, so the cost of each merging process (sub-phase) is the mechanical cost associated with the merging robot. The cost of a merging phase is the sum of the cost of each merging processes (sub-phases).
We compare this approach to a 'hierarchical (binary) merging' technique. In a hierarchical merge, the swarm of robots merge their partial maps in a pairwise fashion, but the process proceeds in a hierarchical manner. Initially pairs of robots merge their partial maps (exploration results) in parallel. Then the resulting (merged) maps are paired in a binary fashion and are merged in parallel (again). The merg-ing phase proceeds until the last two resulting maps are merged (Fig. 6(b) ). As in the sequential merging strategy, we define the cost of a merging phase as the sum of the cost of each sub-phase. For each sub-phase where merging processes are conducted in parallel, the cost is that of the most 'costly' merging process in the sub-phase, i.e., the mechanical cost of the merging robot (pair) that spent the most mechanical steps in the sub-phase.
Partition strategy In addition to the merging technique, task partitioning and rendezvous scheduling are key issues in multiple robot exploration. One simple partition strategy is to partition the unexplored edges of the common map between the robots in a randomly chosen but evenly assigned manner, i.e., having u unexplored edges leaving from S m , the r robots each gets approximately u/r of them. When fewer unexplored edges exist, i.e., when u < r, then u out of r robots get the edges and the others wait (at the rendezvous place) for the next round of partition (after merging).
Rendezvous schedule In the evaluation performed here the rendezvous location is the common starting place v initial . The rendezvous interval k for an exploration phase is defined in terms of the number of edge-traversals allowed for each robot in the exploration phase. If k steps are reached during the process of a location disambiguation (e.g. in the middle of marker searching) the robot completes the on-going disambiguation and then heads back to the rendezvous place. At any time before k is reached, if the robot discovers it has no more edges to explore, i.e., unexplored edge set U is empty, it heads to the rendezvous place and waits there. Note that the mechanical cost in an exploration phase is approximately the rendezvous interval k.
Robot swarms on 'lattice hole' graphs
The performance of the algorithms is first evaluated on two-dimensional square lattices with small numbers of holes -a type of random graph that represents the environment that is often encountered in the interior of modern buildings. Sample 7×7 lattices with different hole fractions are shown in Fig. 7 . The graphs were generated by starting with a complete two-dimensional lattice (a grid) and deleting a specified fraction of randomly selected edges such that the graph remains connected. Vertices in the graphs might represent distinctive locations (e.g., rooms) in buildings and edges might represent connection between the locations (e.g., corridors). In the experiments described here robot swarms of up to 35 robots explore sample lattices of various lattice sizes and various hole densities (i.e. fraction of deleted edges).
We first examined how graph size limits the utilization of the robot swarm. We start with a small lattice of 10×10 with 2%, 10% and 20% holes respectively. Tests were conducted with progressively larger swarms of up to 30 robots. Each robot swarm explored each input graph using both the sequential and hierarchical (binary) merging techniques. For illustration purposes, in these preliminary experiments a single random graph is used. (Later experiments will use a collection of random graphs.) In each test both robots begin at a fixed starting place v initial (which is also the rendezvous place), and a fixed rendezvous schedule of 100 mechanical steps (edge traversals) is used. Results are shown in Fig. 8(a)-(c) , where the T askCost of exploring with different swarm sizes, and using different merging techniques is plotted. As the graph is a rectangular lattice, at most four unexplored edges are present at the common starting location v initial . Thus according to the partition strategy, a maximum of four robots can be involved in the first round of independent exploration and coordinated merging. With 2% holes, the first round of exploration and merging (by up to four robots) did not fully map the world, and resulted in twenty unexplored edges on the merged map. This permitted up to twenty robots to be involved in the second round of exploration and merging. By starting with the twenty unexplored edges, the remaining world is fully mapped in the second round of exploration and merging. Thus for exploration with both the merging techniques no further performance improvement is found after swarms of size twenty, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . Similarly, with 10% holes, the first round of exploration and merging did not fully map the world, and resulted in 15 unexplored edges on the merged map. The world was then fully mapped in the second round of exploration and merging. So at most fifteen robots were involved in the second round of exploration and merging. Thus for exploring with both the merging techniques, the performance for swarms of more than fifteen robots are identical, as shown in Figure 8(b) . With 20% holes in the lattice, the (smaller) graph was fully mapped in the first round of exploration and merging (by up to four robots), i.e., other robots (if any) are never involved in the joint exploration. This is shown in Fig. 8(c) , where the performance for swarms of more than four robots are all identical.
These preliminary experiments show clearly that lattice size does affect utilization of elements of the swarm and therefore does affect the overall performance of the swarm robot exploration algorithm. Increasing the rendezvous interval in such small sized lattices does not increase the utilization of the swarms -with longer rendezvous intervals the initial robots (up to four) simply finish the job (they fully Dudek et al. (1988 Dudek et al. ( , 1991 .
map the world) in the first round of exploration and mapping. However, further experiments show that with a rendezvous interval of 100 (used here), for lattice sizes of 15×15 or larger, large numbers of unexplored edges exist at the end of each merging phase, allowing many or all the robots in the swarm (up to 35 robots for the environments explored here) to be involved in the mapping work. This is examined below.
Based on the above preliminary experiments, we now present the results of experiments on larger sized lattices in which many or all robots are involved throughout the exploration and mapping process. For each sample lattice (of a particular size and particular hole density), fifty input graphs were generated (each with randomly located holes). Each input graph was explored using swarms of up to 35 robots. In each test the robots start at a randomly chosen location in the input graph. Each swarm explored each input graph using both the sequential and hierarchical (binary) merging techniques. In each sub-phase of hierarchical merging the robot groups were formed randomly. The merging sequence in sequential merging was also random. A rendezvous interval of 100 steps is used for all the tests (other rendezvous intervals are evaluated later). Results for 20 × 20 and 40 × 40 lattices are shown in Fig. 8(d) -(i). For each sample lattice, average algorithm performance T askCost for each swarm (over the 50 tests for the group) are reported, together with the corresponding standard deviation for the group. Several properties of the performance of the exploration algorithm are observed. (1) Exploring with very small groups of robots (e.g. 2-3 robots) always produces a substantial cost reduction over that of a single robot exploration. As the graph size increases, the relative improvement (task cost reduction) from a single robot to multiple robots, given by (TaskCost singleTaskCost swarm)/ TaskCost single, tends to increase. As an example, 65% relative cost reduction is observed with two robots in a 40×40 lattice with 2% holes whereas only 45% is obtained for a 20×20 lattice with 2% holes. These confirm our earlier work on small groups of simulated robot (see Wang, 2007; Wang et al., 2008 Wang et al., , 2009 ).
(2) Adding more robots provides additional performance improvement, but this improvement is smaller and decreases as more robots are added to the swarm. (3) Hierarchical merging results in a consistent cost reduction over sequential merging.
Further analysis of the results show that despite the high utilization of individual members of the swarm, due to the limited connectivity of lattice graphs, duplicate work is likely, i.e., although during each independent exploration phase each robot starts from different unexplored edges partitioned to them, they tend to explore the same or largely overlapping parts of the underlying world thereafter. This repetitive work has to be disambiguated during merging. Fortunately, much of the duplicate work can be disambiguated without mechanical cost, (i.e., via the 'electronic merging' and 'direct merging' techniques described above). Thus, the performance (T askCost) for exploring with a particular merging technique at larger swarms are similar. For a particular swarm size, the performance (T askCost) difference between exploring with hierarchical merging and exploring with sequential merging techniques is also small (compared with that in the following experiments), although exploring with hierarchical merging does outperform exploring with sequential merging.
Robot swarms on densely-connected graphs
To examine the effects of graph connectivity on swarm robot exploration, we conducted another set of experiments using more densely connected graphs -regular graph with deleted edges. These graphs are generated by starting with a regular graph and then deleting a specified fraction of edges. Again, we first examine the limit of graph size on the utilization of swarm robot. We start with preliminary tests on a small 25 node regular graph with 2%, 10% and 20% of the edges removed. Results are shown in Fig. 9(a)-(c) . Similar to the case with small-sized lattices, with such small-sized graphs, utilization of the elements in the swarm is limited. With 2% missing edges, up to 25 robots are involved in the work. Beyond a swarm size of 25 robots and for a particular merging technique the inclusion of additional robots within the swarm produces identical performance. Similarly with 10% holes, up to 20 robots are involved, and with 20% holes up to 13 robots are involved. Similar to the case of lattice graphs, for such small sized graphs, increasing the rendezvous interval (over 100 steps used here) simply saturates the problem more quickly. Now consider larger graphs of size 50 and 100 with missing edges. As in the earlier experiments, fifty input graphs were generated for each sample graph, each with randomly deleted edges, and each was explored with different sized swarms, using both the sequential and hierarchical merging techniques in which the merging sequence is established randomly. Results on the 50 and 100 node regular graphs with 2%, 10% and 20% missing edges are shown in Fig. 9(d) -(i). First we observe that similar to the lattice graph cases above, task cost reduction for very small groups of robot (e.g., 2-4 robots) against one robot exploration is substantial, and as the graph size increases, the relative cost reduction increases. Also similar to the lattice graph cases, exploring with hierarchical merging produces consistent task cost reduction over exploring with sequential merging, and the improvement increases as graph size increases. We also observe one main difference compared to the lattice experiments. With hierarchical merging, adding more units to the swarm produces further improvements. For example, in both the 50 and 100 node regular graphs with 2% missing edges, continuing cost reductions can be obtained for up to 50 robots (whereas in the previous lattice cases almost no improvement was observed after about 10 robots).
Further analysis of the results show that with densely connected graphs, less repetitive or overlapping work is done by the robots than in the lattice graph cases. That is, elements in the swarm tend to explore distinct parts of the world. Disambiguating such distinct work during the merging process often incurs additional mechanical costs (via 'mechanical merging'). Using the sequential merging technique where this merging cost adds up, the overall task cost tends to increase, whereas with the hierarchical merging technique where parallelism is exploited, the overall task cost tends to decrease. 
Exploring with different rendezvous frequencies
In the above experiments a rendezvous interval of k = 100 steps is used. Our earlier work has shown that for small groups of robots, as the rendezvous interval k increases, the overall task cost tends to increase. Here we evaluate systematically the effect of different rendezvous intervals on the performance of swarm robots. We conducted experiments in which the lattice and regular graphs were explored with robot swarms using rendezvous schedules of 100, 500, and 1000 steps using hierarchical merging. Results for exploration on lattice hole graphs are shown in Fig. 10 , and results for exploration on more densely connected graphs are shown in Fig. 11 . From the results we can see that for both tests, as the rendezvous interval increases, the overall task cost for a particular sized swarm also increases. Similar results were obtained when sequential merging is adopted.
Performance against theoretical models
The above experiments investigated how different factors affect the performance of the swarm robot exploration algorithm. Exploration with larger robot swarms can provide an improvement in exploration effort over smaller swarms but this improvement does not scale linearly with the size of the swarm. Larger robot swarms work better in more densely connected graphs where the elements of the swarm are able to be more effective. For the size of graph and graph types considered here, increasing the rendezvous interval increases the task cost of swarm robot exploration. This results from the relatively small number of unexplored edges available initiallythus little information is available as to how to distribute the robots to the task in an effective manner.
It is interesting to compare the performance of the swarm robot algorithm with some theoretical models. Dudek et al.'s single robot exploration algorithm has a O(E · N ) complexity, and the trivial lower bound for single robot exploration is O(E), where E and N are the number of edges and vertices in the explored graph respectively. Now consider a swarm of size r exploring an unknown embedded graph. One model of speedup would be that r robots can perform the work r times faster than a single robot. That is, if c(n) is the cost of a single robot exploring a graph of size n, then r robots should experience a cost of c(n)/r. Another model would be that if r robots are available and if the world could be partitioned by some oracle into r separate pieces then each robot in parallel can explore a world of size n/r. Under this model, the task cost should be c(n/r). How does the algorithm developed here compare to these three models c(n), c(n)/r and c(n/r)?
We conducted experiments in which 2D lattices with 2% holes of different sizes were explored by swarms of different sizes. Each condition was repeated 50 times. For each swarm size r, average task cost T askCost(n) and that of single robot exploration c(n) for each graph size n are plotted, along with corresponding standard deviations and best-fit quadratic functions. Results for swarms of size r = 2 and r = 4 are shown in Fig. 12 . The theoretical costs c(n)/r and c(n/r) are also plotted. The performance of both swarms lies between c(n)/r and c(n/r). For both the r = 2 and r = 4 cases (and the other swarm sizes simulated but not reported here) the algorithm obtains super-linear performance over that of a single robot (performance is better than c(n)/r) and for the r = 2 case performance is very close to c(n/r).
Discussion and future work
This paper describes a technique whereby a swarm of mobile robots explores an unknown graph-like environment and constructs a topological map of it. When large groups of robots explore a common environment a number of fundamental issues related to coordination and collaboration become critical. Here we explored the advantages of hierarchical merging of information from the individual members of the swarm versus linear combination. The sensitivity of the algorithms to other important parameters such as swarm size, underlying environmental topologies, and rendezvous frequency are also investigated. One critical aspect of multiple robot exploration demonstrated in this work is that as the size of the available pool of robot grows, it can become challenging to assign useful tasks to individual robots in the swarm. Exploration with robot swarms can provide an improvement in exploration effort over a single robot but this improvement does not scale linearly with the size of the swarm.
The work presented in this paper suggests a number of possible directions for future research. With an aim to further improve both the task cost of swarm robot exploration and the utilization of elements of the swarm, ongoing research is investigating how to partition the work among the robots in a more adaptive fashion, how to dynamically schedule rendezvous and how to exploit communications among the robots. Another direction of ongoing research involves the development of probabilistic models for potentially erroneous perception of the robots (e.g., error in sensing the degree information of a vertex), so that the exploration algorithm becomes robust to the sensing errors. We believe that developing heuristics for improving both the efficiency and the robustness of swarm robot exploration is a challenging but promising area for future research.
